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04/08/05
I just ate about two handfuls of strawberries. Out from my
house over in the next street, but you can see it from my
door, there is this moss garden. This strip of moss that
runs above and down into the gutter. I have been collecting
moss from there for about three months now. I thought it
was worth mentioning because it has been a well of moss 4
me and also ‘coz on the nature strip there is this fade from
grass to moss and it feels like a split in the Realm occurs
when I look @ it. I was there this morning. It was really
cold and the wind was howling. I collected a small amount
of moss to cover some browning Pearlwort, at the edge of
the vegetable garden. It takes moss so lonnng to grow in to
itself. If you put two clovers next to each other, they would
be indistinguishable within 8 days. None of the moss in my
garden has really grown into itself yet, even the patches I
put in @ the “Beginning’*. And there is that same sort of
split between different patches of moss in there to. The gap
between the patches is covered up and it is a singular bed,
but the two different types of moss are never the same so
there is this rupture that creates a new area.
The Venus fly^trap is developing what I think is like a
swamp around it. The plant itself is fine, really healthy with
a fast cycle of new heads coming through from the center,
and as the old heads die off at the edge, they are creating
a swamp land. This is a mesmerizing eco-system to watch
build up. Self-contained cycles are developing within the
self-contained cycle. “*__^) really healthy looking swamp,
dark colors.
There are these new stems growing too. They have grown
fast, in the last 4 days just near the edge of the swamp,
out of the jungle. They look alive, in a thinking sense. Like
the way the raptors looked different from the rest of the
dinosaurs in Jurassic Park 1, 2 and 3. Maybe they are a
carnivorous mutation. Maybe they know the secrets of the
universe. I also just planted two cauliflower plants in the
vegetable garden, in a slim row in between the *((^ and, it is
very tight and I don’t know if there will be enough room for
the heads to grow out of the ground.
The bean stalks, despite their browning bottom leaves, are
growing well and tall. They are straighter, stronger and taller
than they were. There tips are really long and thin, like a
beanstalk@!@! Really spindly and twisted, plaited.

the green that is growing down into the bottom of the tank,
like moss in the under-world. Like the cenotes. They are
these things in the Mayan jungles, wells of life. There were
no other sources of fresh water other than cenotes. Some
2m across, the largest 50m across. Pools/springs of crystal
clear water with teeming rainforest right to their edges. Cave
divers have explored them and there is a massive labyrinth
network of caves that links them all up, something like
500km of cave has been explored, underground linking these
hidden jewels. They found mammoth tusks and dinosaur
bones in them, so they weren’t always immersed in water.
They are full of stalactites, which formed in the dry air and
it has the most infinite effect, these artificially lit caves full
of jagged rock formations. They go down, and then out to
connect to hundreds of others, but at the bottom before the
caves begin, treasures and human bones from sacrifice were
found. People threw their own into these crystal caves for
good harvests.

07/08/05
There is a canopy developing in the garden, those Jasmine
flowers are turning a slight pink and they have multiplied in
number, sort of moving out and up from a central cluster.
This is giving the garden soooo much depth, combined with
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The rain that has been on its way for the last few days had
arrived when I woke up this morning. I know the basics of
the water cycle within our atmosphere, but I am still unsure
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of the science of the water cycle in my garden. The lid fits
over the 100l storage container well, but there must be
space that allows water to escape via evaporation from the
container, because I put quite a bit of water in it. I top it up,
about 2 liters a week. I try to keep it as damp as I can in
there. The moss and ferns all need it and the clovers and the
ground cover seem to thrive on it. The bamboo needs lots
of water, because usually that type of lucky bamboo grows
with its root system completely immersed in water, and two
pieces have started to brown slightly. The maple and, the
*((^ and the vegetables don’t need quite as much water, so
there is a split in the ecosystem. Water condensation occurs
on the roof and sides of my garden, but more clusters to the
side of the fern jungle.
I am thinking lots about cenotes. I talked about them before,
but just in brief description, just to kind of get myself
thinking more about them. There are so many transitional
rifts in them. The most amazing thing is where the jungle,
like really rich, green, layered jungle with amazing animal
life, where this jungle meets the water’s edge. The canopy
drops straight down and then the ground cover feeds into
the water. And u can’t tell for a second just what had
happened because the crystal clear limestone caves reflect
the canopy, so the whole thing gets inverted on itself. And
it is this instant where a whole other realm opens up. That
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is one thing the explorer team were saying about them,
they are almost impossible to find from the air, so u need to
trek through virtually inaccessible jungle, passing all these
overgrown Mayan ruins and then u kind of stumble across
them. Scientists were baffled @ how the Mayans had become
such a great civilization, being inland with no major river
to support them, but all the time the Mayans knew of this
underworld, this separate realm of underwater caves. I see
a similar rupture occur between the mosses in my garden,
and this leads to an underworld of moss, which becomes
visible through the sides of the plastic storage container.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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21/08/05
I have been driving around all day, playing basketball
& listening to the Keith Haring journals being read 2 me
by Liv. It is some of the best writing I have come across,
(likewise with his work). It is so insightful and powerful, but
still remains really relatable and in this casual kind of way.
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The kind of writing that stays in your head, and then comes
into your life, like it is proving itself, proving its own power
through physical manifestation. He wrote about change,
ideas, artists and life. I have been thinking about change in
my garden. It happens on this really minute scale, the way
things grow. If I look @ it every day the change is harder to
notice sort of thing. Yet these changes are super complex
and organic, cell division and stuff, life. All coming from
this initial beginning, (with things added and changed, but
essentially the same foundations), it is in some way similar
to animal life. I think it is between ‘non-intelligent’ and
‘intelligent’ animal life. One plant on its own would not be so
smart but the garden is in this eco-system, this intelligent
dialogue with itself. It enters the realm of the cosmic, like
human intelligence and infinity and whale communication
and the planet Neptune. This is an incomprehensible area,
for me either way. Because I am aware of how it all came
together. It is more than luck; a cosmic intervention of sorts
that has lead to the survival of my plants. I see things like
electronic information, crude skills, lack of knowing, idea
or belief in something, as things that could not ensure, or
even suggest the survival of my garden. Actually, that ‘idea
or belief in something’ might be heading toward what I am
talking about. Like that is the cosmic glue holding everything
together, this balance, and triangulation of force occurring
outside my window. I think about ways of expressing ideas
and how individuals and groups develop discourse and
conceptual/aesthetic language. Particularly @ the moment
I see this split between expressing the idea in terms of living
it out, example in my garden, and illustrating it. I have
been doing these drawings recently and I have found them
liberating, but also slightly contrived and lacking a spirit.
They are illustrative line drawings of cosmic relationships
and inexplicable forces. I have been thinking about
frame and image, as opposed to construction and idea or
something. Like what would my work be if it was taken back
from those things? I think both are good, and that change
with understanding and exchange is good.
My *((^ plants will follow the moons. It will begin to shoot up
and bud when the amount of day and night becomes even
and will be ready 4 harvests on a full moon, I have been told.
I manicured the mapelmull plant; it is really a-symmetrical
and less aggressive. It looks like a haircut on a cool boy in
HK or something. I like it because it is more reduced and
there is a greater sense of harmony between the 2 plants,
spiritual and cosmic balance.
=.= I also trimmed the clover patch; I took out a couple
of these weeds that had about 4 or 5 leaves from a long
exposed root. They are very green. There is a big one growing
in the corner behind the mapelmull. Also, the ling stems
growing from the jungle patch appear to be more of the fern
leaves, from the fern with light green graduating to dark
green on the big leaves in the shape of alien hands. Two
tiny yellow flowers were budding from the clover patch this
morning when I watered the garden. The creeper over the
white stoned near the buds is growing strong and looks very
good, descriptive of time.
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30/08/05: Lifting the top off the garden recently had resulted in
strong scents of pot, but now this is mixed with jasmine and is really
great; some art becoming smell.

!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

24/08/05
Last night I was in the Victorian countryside, where I was
relaxing and eating great home cooked food, foresters pies
filled with fungi and onions, duck and this amazing fruit
cake that had been made using fruit which had been
fermenting with alcohol for 16 months. Amongst the library
@ this house there were a few books on astrology. While
looking through one I read that soil from the moon had been
bought back to earth, and in this soil earth plants have been
grown. I think this is amazing & I am astounded that it is
not a more publicized fact. What of these plants that have
been grown from extra-terrestrial soil!?! Surely they are the
closest we have come to life on anther planet, (other than
the pyramids and UFO’s). But here it was, almost slipped
in, remarked upon casually in a small paragraph in one of
hundreds of thousands of books on the cosmos. I wonder
if these plants glow-in-the-dark or something. I doubt they
could just go about their growth cycle, completely unaware
of the cosmic origins of their soil, that which mediated their
life cycle. There were photos of a few plants in small plastic
pots, casually sitting on the ground. I was mesmerized. I
wonder if it is possible to obtain moon soil. 2 have one of
these plants would be great, direct cosmic connection. What
if a weed plant was grown in this soil!

——
James Deutsher is making gardens and Infinity Snake/
Coil pots in Melbourne. [ Harvest Moon: friends of
Mineral Town will be showing @ CLUBSproject Inc from
24th November – 3rd December 2005. [
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